
   Key Stage 1 

 

C
om

puter Scientists 

CS1A - I can understand how many everyday devices respond to commands.  CS1B -I can give, follow and complete an algorithm that uses directional language.  

CS2A -I can give and follow instructions using Forward and Backward commands 

(arrows) and the Go command, one at a time.  
CS2B -I can give and follow an algorithm to make half and quarter turns left and right using 
a range of commands e.g. Left 90, Right 90 on TextTease Turtle.  

CS3A -I can explore outcomes when instructions are given in a sequence  CS3B -I can use recognised language to write an algorithm  

CS4A- I can give and write a simple sequence of instructions.  CS4B -I can create, test and debug an algorithm for a given purpose including moving a 
rotating.  

CS5A - I can discuss/explore what will happen when instructions are given in a 
sequence.  

CS5B -I can begin to create a repeating algorithm using repeat commands.  

CS6A - I am beginning to understand the term algorithm.  CS6B -I understand that an algorithm is a set of clear and precise instructions.  

C
reators  

C1A -I know what each part of a computer does e.g. keyboard types etc.  C1B -I can use a computer’s basic functions e.g. turn on/shut down, log on/off independently. 

C2A - I can switch on and shutdown a computer (including using log in).  C2B -I can use basic computer skills e.g. saving work, use a folder. 

C3A - I can use a mouse accurately to open programs and drag objects.  C3B -I can type a simple document/email. 

C4A - I can save and open a file.  C4B -I can edit a simple document/email. 

C5A  - I can type on a keyboard.  C5B -I can create a digital video and export/upload the clips. 

C6A - I can select and edit text e.g. size, colour and font.  C6B -I can add and format an image. 

C7A -I can use a digital camera to photograph or record a class activity.  C7B -I can create and edit a range of simple graphs using a computer. 

C8A-I can use images that I have taken within another software.  C8B -I can use a range of tools in a computer program to reproduce a style of art. 

C9A -I can create a pictogram using the computer.  C9B -I can change the shade of a colour for effect. 

C10A - I can use a range of paintbrush sizes, colours and types when creating digital 

art.  
C10B -I can edit text in a word processer e.g. .word, publisher, PowerPoint. 

C11A - I can create shapes with different coloured outlines and fills.  C11B -I can send and open an email. 

C12A - I can use word processing programmes to create simple posters  C12B -I can understand what a search engine is and can use a child friendly search engine 
independently. 

C13A - I can complete a search using a child friendly search engine under the 

supervision of adults.  
C13B - I can use the Internet to find information for a topic, with support (Favourites file, 
hyperlinks set up by the teacher). 

C14A - I can explore a website by clicking on buttons, arrows, menus and hyperlinks.   

LEARNING PROGRESSION 



   Key Stage 1 

 

E-Safety 

ES1A  - I can understand why my login has a password. ES1B -I can understand why a secure password is important and should be kept private. 

ES2A - I can begin to understand that I leave a digital foot when using the internet. ES2B -I can understand that the internet can be used to communicate with people all 
around the world. 

ES3A - I know ways to be safe on the internet (SMART). ES3B -I know that people may not be who they say they are online. 

 ES4A - I can understand the SMART rules and why we have them. ES4B -I can remember and explain the SMART rules. 

ES5A - I can use the internet to explore. ES5B -I can use the internet to research a given topic. 

ES6A -I can begin to understand what cyberbullying is and know how to protect 
myself with the SMART rules. 

ES6B -I can write clear and respectful messages when communicating online. 

LEARNING PROGRESSION 



 Cycle A 

 Toy Story Castles Out on the Ocean 

Curriculum 
Progression 

Code 

CS1A, CS2A, CS3A, CS4A, CS5A, CS6A 
CS1B, CS2B, CS3B, CS4B, CS5B,CS6B 
ES3A, ES4A, ES3B, ES4B  
  

C1A, C2A, C3A, C4A, C5A, C6A, C7A, C8A 
C1B, C2B, C3B, C4B, C5B, C6B, C10B 
ES6A, ES6B  

C10A, C11A, C12A,  
C8B, C9B,  
ES1A, ES2A, ES1B  

Significant 
Person 

   

Vocabulary 
introduced/
embedded 

   

I know that/
how to... 

That devices have to be given instructions. 
That when you give a device a command it runs some code 
to know what to do.  
That instructions need to be broken down in to small    
pieces. 
How to make a BeeBot move forwards. 
How to make a BeeBot move backwards. 
How to make the BeeBot follow the instructions.  
That instructions are done in the order they are given. 
That if we swap instructions around then different things 
might happen.  
That computer instructions need to be simple. 
That if we want more complicated things to happen we can 
use more instructions  
That sets of instructions can be grouped to make more 
complex things happen. 
How to read through instructions like a computer. 
That we can act out or draw out instructions to understand 
them.  
That a set of instructions for a computer is called an    
algorithm. 
That algorithm is just a word for computer instructions.  
How to follow directional language. 
How to give directional language. 
That algorithms for movement need directional language.  
How to give rotation instructions in an algorithm.  

That a key board lets me type into a computer. 
That mouse lets me move the cursor. 
That a screen lets me see what is happening. 
That the processor controls all of the machine. 
That the speakers let us hear things. 
That a printer lets us get things from the computer. 
That a microphone lets us record our voice in the computer  
That you switch a computer on with the button. 
That when a computer is switched on you need to login. 
That you switch a computer off by choosing “Shut down” in 
the start menu.  
That a program can be opened by clicking once on a menu. 
That an icon is a picture for a program/shortcut. 
That if you click twice very quickly it is called a double click, 
That a program can be opened by double clicking an icon. 
That if you hold the left mouse buttons and move the mouse 
you can drag things.  
That information can be saved for later. 
That the information is called a file. 
That files need name. 
That the files can be opened later. 
That you can sometimes open files on different computers.  
That some programs and features let you write in a        
computer. 
That when you press a key the letter or symbol appears on 
the screen.  

That some programs can be used to make art. 
That art made on a computer is called digital art. 
How to change a brush size. 
How to change a brush colour. 
That there is more than one kind of brush.  
How to insert a shape. 
How to set the shapes outline colour. 
How to set the shapes fill colour.  
That some programs are good for making posters. 
That different techniques can be used to make posters.  
That different digital art tools and brushes can be combined for 
effect.  
That colours can be slightly altered to get different shades.  
That a password keep private information safe.  
That when I go on the internet some people can see what I’m 
doing. 
That the information that other people can see about us is 
called a digital footprint.  
That a password keeps information safe and sharing the pass-
word is like giving away all of your information.  



 Cycle A 

 Toy Story Castles Out on the Ocean 

I know that/
how to... 

That commands like forward, backward, left and right can 
be used as part of an algorithm. 
That simple instructions can be built into an algorithm.  
That algorithms are built from lots of small instructions. 
That algorithms need to be tested for bugs. 
That if there is a problem the algorithm needs to be     
debugged. 
How to debug an algorithm.  
That repeat commands reduce the amount of code you 
have to write. 
How to use a repeat command with some support.  
That algorithms need to be very clear and well thought out. 
That if algorithms are not clear then unexpected things can 
happen.  
That we have a set of rules when we use a digital device. 
How to stay safe using the SMART rules.  
That S stands for safe, M stands for meet, A stands for 
accept, R stands for Reliable and T stands for tell. 
That these rules can be used to keep me safe when I use 
digital devices.  
at people can pretend to be other people on the internet. 
That not everybody on the internet is a good person. 
That bad people on the internet might not act nastily to 
you.  

That writing can be changed in lots of different ways. 
How to change the size of a writing. 
That different writing styles are called fonts. 
How to change the font. 
How to change the colour.  
That photos and recording can store information. 
How to take a photo on a tablet. 
How to record on a tablet.  
That come programs and apps let you change and use pho-
tos. 
That a photo can be moved from a camera to a PC. 
How to access a photo in paint, publisher or word.  
How to turn a computer on. 
How to shut a computer down. 
How to login independently. 
How to log out.  
How to save a file. 
How to open a file. 
That folders can be used to organise files.  
How to make a letter into a capital letter. 
How to make a full stop and other punctuation. 
How to create a document/email.  
How to make changes to a document.  
How to record using a tablet or video camera. 
How to transfer the video files to another device or program.  
How to insert a picture into a computer program. 
How to edit a photos size in a document.  
That some programs can be used to type work up. 
That programs used for typing are called word processors.  
That some people on the internet aren’t nice. 
That we can protect ourselves using the SMART rules.  
That we should treat people on the internet in the same way 
we would in person. 
That we need to make sure things we say online are clear and 
easy to understand. 
That once something is on the internet it’s there forever.  

 



 Cycle B 

 London’s Burning! Polar Opposites Let’s Go on Holiday! 

Curriculum 
Progression 

Code 

CS1A, CS2A, CS3A, CS4A, CS5A, CS6A,  
CS1B, CS2B, CS3B, CS4B, CS5B, CS6B 
ES3A, ES4A,ES3B, ES4B  

C1A, C2A, C3A, C4A, C5A, C6A 
C1B, C2B, C3B, C4B, C10B, C11B 
ES6A, ES2B, ES3B, ES6B 

C9A, C13A, C14A, C7B, C12B, C13B 
ES5A, ES5B  

Significant 
Person 

   

Vocabulary 
introduced/
embedded 

   

I know that/
how to... 

That devices have to be given instructions. 
That when you give a device a command it runs some code 
to know what to do.  
That instructions need to be broken down in to small    
pieces. 
How to make a BeeBot move forwards. 
How to make a BeeBot move backwards. 
How to make the BeeBot follow the instructions.  
That instructions are done in the order they are given. 
That if we swap instructions around then different things 
might happen.  
That computer instructions need to be simple. 
That if we want more complicated things to happen we can 
use more instructions  
That sets of instructions can be grouped to make more 
complex things happen. 
How to read through instructions like a computer. 
That we can act out or draw out instructions to understand 
them.  
That a set of instructions for a computer is called an    
algorithm. 
That algorithm is just a word for computer instructions.  
How to follow directional language. 
How to give directional language. 
That algorithms for movement need directional language.  
How to give rotation instructions in an algorithm.  

That a key board lets me type into a computer. 
That mouse lets me move the cursor. 
That a screen lets me see what is happening. 
That the processor controls all of the machine. 
That the speakers let us hear things. 
That a printer lets us get things from the computer. 
That a microphone lets us record our voice in the computer  
That you switch a computer on with the button. 
That when a computer is switched on you need to login. 
That you switch a computer off by choosing “Shut down” in 
the start menu.  
That a program can be opened by clicking once on a menu. 
That an icon is a picture for a program/shortcut. 
That if you click twice very quickly it is called a double click, 
That a program can be opened by double clicking an icon. 
That if you hold the left mouse buttons and move the mouse 
you can drag things.  
That information can be saved for later. 
That the information is called a file. 
That files need name. 
That the files can be opened later. 
That you can sometimes open files on different computers.  
That some programs and features let you write in a        
computer. 
That when you press a key the letter or symbol appears on 
the screen.  

That some programs and websites let me make pictograms. 
How to make a pictogram using a computer.  
That search engines can be used to find things on the internet. 
That there are special search engines for children. 
That search engines need short, simple input. 
How to use a search engine.  
That website have lots of different features for different jobs.  
That some programs and websites let me make graphs. 
How to make a graph using a digital device.  
That search engines can be used to find things on the internet. 
That there are special search engines for children. 
That search engines need short, simple input. 
How to use a search engine.  
That information for school work can be found on the internet. 
How to find information on the internet with support.  
That the internet has lots of information on different websites 
and these can be explored by anybody.  
That the internet has lots of information on different websites. 
How to use a search engine safely to research.  



 Cycle B 

 London’s Burning! Polar Opposites Let’s Go on Holiday! 

I know that/
how to... 

That commands like forward, backward, left and right can 
be used as part of an algorithm. 
That simple instructions can be built into an algorithm.  
That algorithms are built from lots of small instructions. 
That algorithms need to be tested for bugs. 
That if there is a problem the algorithm needs to be     
debugged. 
How to debug an algorithm.  
That repeat commands reduce the amount of code you 
have to write. 
How to use a repeat command with some support.  
That algorithms need to be very clear and well thought 
out. 
That if algorithms are not clear then unexpected things can 
happen.  
That we have a set of rules when we use a digital device. 
How to stay safe using the SMART rules.  
That S stands for safe, M stands for meet, A stands for 
accept, R stands for Reliable and T stands for tell. 
That these rules can be used to keep me safe when I use 
digital devices.  
at people can pretend to be other people on the internet. 
That not everybody on the internet is a good person. 
That bad people on the internet might not act nastily to 
you.  

That writing can be changed in lots of different ways. 
How to change the size of a writing. 
That different writing styles are called fonts. 
How to change the font. 
How to change the colour.  
How to turn a computer on. 
How to shut a computer down. 
How to login independently. 
How to log out.  
How to save a file. 
How to open a file. 
That folders can be used to organise files.  
How to make a letter into a capital letter. 
How to make a full stop and other punctuation. 
How to create a document/email.  
How to make changes to a document. 
That some programs can be used to type work up. 
That programs used for typing are called word processors.  
How to send an email. 
How to open emails. 
That emails need an address just like a letter.  
That some people on the internet aren’t nice. 
That we can protect ourselves using the SMART rules.  
That people all around the world have access to the internet. 
That we can communicate around the word using email, 
skype, social media etc.  
That people can pretend to be other people on the internet. 
That we should treat people on the internet in the same way 
we would in person. 
That we need to make sure things we say online are clear 
and easy to understand. 
That once something is on the internet it’s there forever.  

 


